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Quick Course in Microsoft Office Xp: Fast-Track Training Books for Busy PeopleOnline Training Solutions, 2003
This guide provides clear, concise instruction and hands-on practice so you get the most out of Office XP. Learn the basics of Outlook, Access, Word, Excel, and PowerPoint, Publisher, FrontPage, Project, and Visio, then gain proficiency.

Quick Course in Microsoft Office XP provides clear, concise instruction and hands-on practice...
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Professional SQL Server 2000 Database DesignWrox Press, 2001
SQL Server 2000 is the latest and most powerful version of Microsoft's data warehousing and relational database management system.
 Professional SQL Server 2000 Database Design provides an outline of the techniques that the designer can employ to make effective use of the full range of facilities that SQL Server 2000 offers. It attempts to move...
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Word 2007: The Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2006
Microsoft Word has grown considerably in power, sophistication and capability over the past decade, but one thing that hasn't changed since the early '90s is its user interface. The simple toolbar in version 2.0 has been packed with so many features since then that few users know where to find them all. Consequently, more and more people are...
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High Definition Postproduction: Editing and Delivering HD VideoFocal Press, 2006
Avoid costly missteps in postproduction and get it right the first time with this book. Written by an in-the-trenches professional who works with HD every day, High Definition Postproduction is an overview of this exciting opportunity for film and video production and postproduction professionals. High Definition production and editing is here and...
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Microsoft Office Excel 2007: The L Line, The Express Line to LearningJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Get on the fast track to mastering Excel
   Want to find success in your profession or business? Master the timesaving tools you'll need in the real world, like Excel 2007. Whether you're a student, a professional, or an entrepreneur, you can learn Excel with this start-to-finish guide. Gain solid skills as you go from station...
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Handbook of Mathematical Formulas and Integrals, Fourth EditionAcademic Press, 2008
This book contains a collection of general mathematical results, formulas, and integrals that occur throughout applications of mathematics. Many of the entries are based on the updated fifth edition of Gradshteyn and Ryzhik’s ”Tables of Integrals, Series, and Products,” though during the preparation of the book, results were also...
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Professional Flash Lite Mobile Development (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2010

	Discover how to create Flash Lite mobile apps from the ground up


	Adobe Flash is an ideal choice for developing rich interactive content for "Flash-enabled" mobile devices; and with this book, you'll learn how to create unique applications with Flash Lite. Through a series of code samples and extensive example...
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Windows Server 2012 R2 Pocket Consultant Volume 2: Storage, Security, & NetworkingMicrosoft Press, 2014

	Portable and precise, this pocket-sized guide delivers ready answers for administering storage, security, and networking features in Windows Server 2012 R2. Zero in on core tasks through quick-reference tables, instructions, and lists. You'll get the focused information you need to save time and get the job done - whether at your desk or...
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Drug Therapy in Dermatology (Basic and Clinical Dermatology)CRC Press, 2000

	This systematically organized collection evaluates the effectiveness of prescription drugs and considers complex dermatological conditions that may require multiple approaches, providing guidance for appropriate selection, initiation, and follow-up of drug therapy.

	Covers treatments for psoriasis ranging from coal tar, anthralin, and...
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Human Impact on the Natural EnvironmentJohn Wiley & Sons, 2018

	A brand new edition of the definitive textbook on humankind’s impact on the Earth’s environment—now in full color


	This classic text explores the multitude of impacts that humans have had over time upon vegetation, animals, soils, water, landforms, and the atmosphere. It considers the ways in which climate...
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Absolute Beginner's Guide to Creating Web PagesQue, 2005
    Absolute Beginner's Guide to Creating Web Pages assumes that readers are true beginners - no prior Web page experience is necessary!

    This hands-on tutorial teaches readers the fundamentals of creating Web pages, along with more advanced ideas like message areas, chat, and e-commerce options...
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The Official New Features Guide to Sybase ASE 15Wordware Publishing, 2006
This book focuses on the many enhancements in Sybase ASE 15 including system administration enhancements, function-based indexes, computed columns, scrollable cursors, galaxy optimizer, query plan, galaxy partitions, multiple tempdb, MDA tables, andn Plan Viewer. 

We’ve read the newsgroups. We’ve seen the blogs. We know...
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